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Abstract
Purpose: Preclinical studies of hypoxia are generally done using ectopic xenograft tumors,
which behave differently from human tumors. Our previous findings have shown that
subcutaneously implanted lung tumors exhibit more hypoxia than their orthotopic implanted or
spontaneous K-ras-induced counterparts. We hypothesize that differences in hypoxia are due to
site-specific differences in vascularity and perfusion.
Procedures: To compare the presence and functionality of vessels in these tumor models, we
studied vascular perfusion in vivo in real time.
Results: Orthotopically implanted and spontaneous K-ras-induced lung tumors showed elevated
perfusion, demonstrating vasculature functionality. Little contrast agent uptake was observed
within the subcutaneously implanted tumors, indicating vascular dysfunction. These findings
were corroborated at the microscopic level with Hoechst 33342 and Meca-32 staining.
Conclusions: From these observations, we concluded that differences in hypoxia in experimental
models is related to vessel perfusion. Thus, appropriate selection of preclinical lung tumor
models is essential for the study of hypoxia, angiogenesis and therapies targeting these
phenomena.
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Introduction
Blood vessels play a fundamental role in cancer progression,
as they are necessary for the growth and spread of the cancer
cells in the tumors. It has been shown that the development
of new blood vessels in solid tumors, either by local
sprouting of existing blood vessels (angiogenesis) or by
recruitment of vascular progenitor cells (postnatal vasculo-
genesis), results in neovasculature that is both structurally
and functionally abnormal [1]. The endothelial cells
surrounding these vessels have a divergent morphology [2–
4]. This dysfunctional vasculature leads to chaotic blood
flow that in turn creates a hypoxic and acidic tumor
microenvironment with elevated interstitial fluid pressure
(IFP) [5]. This increased IFP in solid tumors acts as a barrier

to drug delivery [6]. All of these characteristics contribute to
the leakiness of tumor vessels, which are an order of
magnitude more permeable than normal vessels [5]. These
unique properties of angiogenic tumor vasculature have
encouraged the development of therapeutic strategies target-
ing them, including vascular disrupting agents and anti-
angiogenic therapies. Some of these treatments have been
observed to transiently improve tumor blood flow. This
vascular normalization was postulated almost 10 years ago
[1] and has been exploited to enhance the action of
concurrent treatments including radiotherapy and chemo-
therapy [7, 8].

Angiogenesis is stimulated by hypoxia [7, 9–11], which
reduces the efficacy of radiotherapy. In addition, studies
have shown that hypoxia also accentuates tumor aggressive-
ness and metastasis [12, 13]. However, much of our
knowledge of the effects of hypoxia is based on preclinicalCorrespondence to: Edward Graves; e-mail: egraves@stanford.edu
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studies using xenografted human tumors implanted ectopi-
cally in the subcutis of mice. It is known that these models
exhibit important differences in behavior from human
tumors [14]. Differences in vascular transport have been
observed when comparing different tumor models, grown
either orthotopically or ectopically. However, there remains
significant controversy on this topic. Some studies have
observed reduced transvascular transport of large macro-
molecules when tumors are grown orthotopically in the
cranial microenvironment compared to their ectopic
subcutis-implanted counterparts [15]. However, higher vas-
cular permeability and higher accumulation of nanocarriers
has been observed when tumors were grown orthotopically
in the liver and breast compared to their ectopic subcutane-
ous counterparts [16, 17]. Other discrepancies, such as
growth rate, metastatic potential, and efficacy of treatment,
have also been demonstrated across different tumor models.
For example, orthotopic implantation of PC-3 cells resulted
in significantly more lymph node metastases compared to
subcutaneous implantation [18]. Also, a number of tumor
types have been shown to metastasize in nude mice only if
they are orthotopically implanted [19].

We have reported previously that subcutaneously
implanted lung tumors in mice exhibit significant hypoxia
while both orthotopic and spontaneous tumors are better
oxygenated. Furthermore, when these tumor models were
treated with the hypoxic cytotoxin PR-104, only subcutane-
ously implanted tumors exhibited DNA damage [20]. These
observations raise the question of how these differences in
hypoxia across models of genetically similar or identical
tumors occur. One hypothesis that could explain these
differences in hypoxia is due to differences in vascularity
and perfusion between these tumor systems [21]. The aim of
the present study was to compare vessel presence and
functionality in these preclinical models of lung cancer. In
order to accomplish this, we used models of lung cancer
generated spontaneously or from tumor cells implanted
orthotopically or ectopically and analyzed them with
dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance (DCE-
MRI), a technique that enables non-invasive interrogation
of the tissue vascular environment and can assess vascular
permeability in tumors [22, 23].

Materials and Methods
Animal Models

All animal experiments were done according to a protocol approved
by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Expression of
the K-ras oncogene in the lung cells from mice bearing a Lox-Stop-
Lox-K-ras gene was induced using a nasally delivered adeno-Cre
construct as described previously [24], resulting in focal K-ras-
positive lung lesions within 12–15 weeks of infection. Tumors
generated in a subset of K-ras-induced mice were harvested and
used to produce cell lines in vitro, which were grown and then
injected to mice of the same background as the Lox-stop-Lox-K-ras

transgenic mice in order to produce subcutaneous ectopic models
(106 tumor cells in 50 μl of matrigel) and orthotopic lung tumors as
previously described (106 tumor cells) [25].

Micro-X-Ray Computed Tomography Imaging

Tumor formation and precise location in the lungs were monitored
by Micro-X-ray computed tomography (microCT) scans using an
eXplore Locus RS120 microCT scanner (GE Health Care,
Milwaukee, WI) prior to MRI imaging. The acquisition included
360 views spaced over 360°, resulting in a spatial resolution of
8 μm. The scan time was 8 min. Data were analyzed with the
GEHC MicroView software.

Dynamic Contrast-Enhanced Magnetic Resonance
Imaging

Mice were anesthetized with 2 % isoflurane and a catheter (Vevo®
MicroMarker™ TVA, VisualSonics, Toronto, Canada), attached to
5 ft of tubing (0.018″ ID × 0.036″ OD) (BPE-T25, Salomon
Scientific, San Antonio, TX), and loaded with 150 μl of heparin
+250 μl of PBS 1×, that was implanted in the tail vein. The mice
were then placed on an MRI-compatible bed for scanning. Mice
were imaged using a 7.0 T MRI scanner (MR901, Agilent
Technologies, Santa Clara, CA). For the T2-weighted scan, we
imaged the thoracic area, acquiring 10 slices with a thickness of
0.75 mm. For the dynamic contrast enhanced scan, 100 μl of
gadolinium-based contrast agent (MAGNEVIST®) at a dose of
0.1 mmol/kg body weight was injected slowly through the catheter
over a period of 30 s beginning after four time points (26 s) of the
DCE scan. We used a temporal resolution of 6.5 s, with a total of
51 time points, resulting in a total scan time of 5.5 min (TR/TE = 5/
0.9 ms).^

Calculations

RT_Image [26] was used to define regions of interest (ROI) from
the T2 images, which were aligned with the DCE images. Contrast
agent concentration curves were calculated from both the DCE
images and the inversion recovery images, and the initial area under
the gadolinium-time curve at 60 s (IAUGC60) was determined from
these curves [27].

Immunohistochemistry

After DCE-MRI imaging, Hoechst 33342 (Sigma-Aldrich, St.
Louis, MO) was injected intravenously to the mice to a dose of
15 mg/kg body weight. One minute after injection, animals were
euthanized by CO2 inhalation and the lungs and subcutaneous
tumors (if any) were excised. The lungs were inflated and fixed
using a 10 % neutral buffer formalin solution (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA), while subcutaneous tumors were rinsed
in PBS and fixed with a 10 % neutral buffer formalin solution for
24 h. Both the lungs and the tumors were then embedded in
paraffin and cut into 4-μm sections. The sections were directly
imaged for Hoechst 33342 and stained for Meca-32 (BD
Pharmingen, San Jose, CA) and carbonic anhydrase IX (CAIX)
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Fig. 1 Spontaneous K-ras-induced lung tumors showed greater contrast agent uptake compared to the subcutaneously injected
counterparts. a Spontaneous K-ras-induced lung tumors were monitored with X-ray CT (left panel). T2-MRI (left middle panel) was
performed before contrast agent injection (Gadolinium-DTPA) followed by DCE-MRI (rightmiddle panel) (N = 7). Yellow arrowsindicate the
location of the tumor, and the heart is indicated as H. b Contrast agent uptake quantification (presented as normalized change in signal
amplitude, ΔS) for specific regions of interest (ROI) including background (blue), tumor burden (red), and heart (black). Bold linesrepresent
themeanof all regions (N=7 for each organ). The red arrow indicates the timeof contrast agent injection. The image on the right shows the
exact ROI used to quantify the contrast agent uptake from the tumor (red), background (blue) and heart (yellow). c Ectopic subcutaneous
implanted tumorsweremonitoredwithCT (left panel). T2-MRI (leftmiddle panel) was performedbefore contrast agent injection followedby
DCE-MRI (right middle panel) (N = 5). Yellow arrows indicate the location of the tumor, and the yellow boxdenotes the magnified area. d
Contrast agent uptake quantification (presented as change in signal amplitude, ΔS) for a specific ROI including background (blue), tumor
(red), and vessel (black). Bold linesrepresent the mean of all regions (N = 5 for each group). The red arrow indicates the time of contrast
agent injection. The imageon the right shows theROI position used toquantify the contrast agent uptake from the tumor (red), background
(blue), and vessel (yellow) (***P G 0.0001) (color figure online).
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Fig. 2 Orthotopic implanted lung tumors showed similar uptake compared to spontaneous K-ras-induced lung tumors, while
regular lung tissue showed no contrast agent uptake. a Orthotopically implanted lung tumors were monitored with X-ray CT (left
panel). T2-MRI (middle panel) was performed before contrast agent injection (Gadolinium-DTPA) followed by DCE-MRI (right
panel) (N = 3). Yellow arrows indicate the location of the tumor, and the heart is indicated as H. b Contrast agent uptake
quantification (presented as normalized change in signal amplitude, ΔS) for specific regions of interest (ROI) including
background (blue), tumor burden (red), and heart (black). Bold linesrepresent the mean of all regions (N = 3 for each organ). The
red arrow indicates the time of contrast agent injection. The image on the right shows the exact ROI used to quantify the
contrast agent uptake from the tumor (red), background (blue), and heart (yellow). c Control mice were monitored with CT (left
panel) to image the pulmonary area. T2-MRI (middle panel) was performed before contrast agent injection followed by DCE-MRI
(right panel) (N = 4). The heart position is indicated as H. d Contrast agent uptake quantification for specific regions of interest
including background (blue) and heart (black). Bold lines represent the mean of all regions (N = 4 for each organ). The red arrow
indicates the time of the contrast agent injection. The image on the right shows the exact ROI position used to quantify the
contrast agent uptake from the background (blue) and heart (yellow) (***P G 0.0001) (color figure online).
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(Santa Cruz, CA) at a 1:250 and 1:150 dilutions, respectively.
Alexa-fluor 546 goat anti-rat (Invitrogen/Life Technologies, Carls-
bad, CA) and Alexa-fluor 488 donkey anti-goat (Life

Technologies) were used as secondary antibodies at a 1:200
dilution. Autofluorescence was blocked using Sudan Black B
(Sigma-Aldrich).

Fig. 3 Parametric maps show that spontaneous K-ras-induced lung tumor models accumulate higher concentrations of
contrast agent than their subcutaneously implanted counterparts. a Initial area under the gadolinium-time curve at 60 s
(IAUGC60) parametric maps for a representative mouse bearing a spontaneous K-ras-induced lung tumor. b Histogram showing
the IAUGC60 from the parametric maps. On the right, the contrast agent (CA) concentration curve from the DCE-MRI data over
the entire tumor region is shown. c IAUGC60 parametric maps for a representative mouse bearing a subcutaneously implanted
ectopic lung tumor. d Histogram showing the IAUGC60 from the parametric maps. On the right, the CA concentration curve
from the DCE-MRI data over the entire tumor region is shown.
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Statistical Analysis

In order to compare the differences in contrast agent uptake for the
different tumors models, data were analyzed using a mixed effects
model with repeated measures over time within each mouse. Organ
was included as a fixed effect, and the contrast agent level in each
organ (tumor, background, and vessel or heart) was compared in an
ad hoc analysis with a Tukey adjustment for multiple comparisons.

A multivariate ANOVA was used to compare the different
immunohistochemistry (IHC) postmortem staining, Hoechst 33342 and
Meca-32, and DCE responses for spontaneous and subcutaneous groups.
Finally, a two-sided t test was used to compare Hoechst 33342 andMeca-
32 staining of the edge versus the middle of the tumors.

Results

Spontaneous Lung K-ras-Induced Tumors Show
Increased Perfusion Relative to Subcutaneously
Implanted Lung Tumors

To investigate whether the vasculature formed in different mouse
models of lung cancer possessed unique functionality, we

performed DCE-MRI in both spontaneous K-ras-induced lung
tumors and subcutaneously implanted ectopic tumors. Prior to
DCE-MRI imaging, we also performed T2-weighted MRI (T2-
MRI), as well as X-ray computed tomography (CT), in order to
validate both the presence, location, and size of the tumors. From
the DCE-MRI images and corresponding quantification of
contrast agent uptake over time, we observed a large increase in
gadolinium uptake in lung tumors after contrast injection, whereas
little signal increase was detected in the subcutaneous tumors
(Fig. 1a–d). This difference in contrast agent uptake suggested that
vasculature in the subcutaneous tumors was either dysfunctional
or insufficient relative to the spontaneous lung tumors. When the
DCE-MRI subcutaneous tumor image was magnified, a small
area at the rim of the tumor showed some gadolinium uptake,
suggesting that some functional vasculature may be located in that
area, supporting both the blood supply and the growth of the
tumor (Fig. 1c, right panel).

In order to verify the success of contrast agent injection,
we also quantified the change in signal amplitude from the
heart for the spontaneously K-ras-induced tumors or from a
large vessel or perfused organ for the subcutaneous tumors.
These reference organs were chosen based on their location
within the imaging field of view. Significant increases in
imaging signal were observed in each animal studied
regardless of tumor type, demonstrating that the contrast
injections were each performed successfully.

As an additional control, we imaged transgenic animals
of the same strain as the spontaneous tumor-bearing mice,
but which were not administered adenovirus containing the
Cre recombinase, in order to stimulate tumor formation. The
thorax of these non-tumor bearing mice was scanned as
before. From the images and quantification, we observed no
increase in signal after contrast injection in the lungs. Only
the heart exhibited gadolinium uptake, demonstrating that
the changes in signal amplitude shown in Fig. 1a–c were
specific to the tumors growing in these mice (Fig. 2c, d).

In order to determine if the difference in contrast agent
uptake was due to the different site of growth or because of
the inoculation procedure itself, we injected cells orthotopi-
cally in the lungs and followed the same imaging protocol.
We observed a contrast agent uptake pattern similar to that
of the spontaneous K-ras-induced lung tumors, suggesting
that the location and not the implantation procedure drives
vascular functionality in these tumors (Fig. 2a, b).

In Vivo Contrast Agent Uptake Differences
Between Different Tumor Models of Lung Cancer
Correlate with the Degree of Signal Accumulation

Parametric maps were created from the DCE-MRI data showing
the IAUGC60. This composite measure of vascular permeability
and tumor blood flow was generated for both tumor models. The
intensity of the parametric maps was significantly increased in the
spontaneous lung tumors as compared to the subcutaneous tumors
(Fig. 3a, c). While the mean contrast agent concentration uptake

Fig. 4 Spontaneous lung tumor models show a higher
contrast agent extravasation than their subcutaneous
implanted counterparts. a Contrast agent concentration
curves for both spontaneous lung tumors (red) and subcuta-
neously injected tumors (black). Bold lines indicate the mean
for each tumor type. b IAUGC60 mean comparison for the
spontaneous lung tumors (red) and the subcutaneous (black)
(**P G 0.01) (color figure online).
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over the first 60 s after injection reached 0.7 mmol/l for the
spontaneousK-ras-induced tumors (N = 7), only 0.03mmol/l was
measured for the subcutaneous tumors (N = 5) (Fig. 3b, d).
Contrast agent-concentration curves as a function of time for
every tumor voxel over the measurement period of 5.5 min

showed a large degree of variation, even within a single tumor
type (Fig. 4a); however, the increased uptake in the spontaneous
lung tumor models was apparent and statistically significant.

When comparing IAUGC60 mean values for both tumor
models, we observed a significant difference between the

Fig. 5 Histologic analysis demonstrates that spontaneous lung tumors have more functional vasculature. a Hoechst 33342
(blue), Meca-32 (red), CAIX (green), and H&E staining of a representative mouse bearing a spontaneous lung tumor. b Hoechst
33342 (blue), Meca-32 (red), CAIX (green), and H&E staining of a representative mouse bearing a subcutaneously implanted
tumor. c Correlation between Hoechst 33342 intensity and contrast agent concentration for both spontaneous and
subcutaneous lung tumors (P G 0.005). d Correlation between Meca-32 intensity and contrast agent concentration for both
spontaneous and subcutaneous lung tumors (P G 0.05). e Correlation between Hoechst 33342 intensity comparing the rim and
the center of the subcutaneous implanted tumors (P G 0.05).^ f Correlation between CAIX intensity and contrast agent
concentration for both spontaneous and subcutaneous lung tumors (P G 0.005). g Correlation between Hoechst 33342 intensity
and CAIX intensity for both spontaneous and subcutaneous lung tumors (P G 0.005). h Correlation between Meca-32 intensity
and CAIX intensity for both spontaneous and subcutaneous lung tumors (P G 0.005) (color figure online).
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measurements. This suggests that the vasculature in the
spontaneous lung tumor models allowed more signal
accumulation, thus more contrast agent extravasation than
their subcutaneous counterparts (Fig. 4b).

Histologic Analysis Demonstrates Increased
Vascularization and Perfusion in Spontaneous K-
ras-Induced Lung Tumors Relative to
Subcutaneous Ectopic Tumors

In order to assess the functionality of vasculature across the
different tumor types, we administered Hoechst 33342
intravenously to tumor-bearing mice prior to sacrifice. In
the subcutaneously injected group of tumors, Hoechst 33342
staining was observed only at the rim of the tumors, while
positive staining was detected throughout tumors growing in
the lungs (Fig. 5a, b). These findings agree with the DCE-
MRI results and demonstrate that blood vessels were more
functional at the time of the dye perfusion in the spontane-
ous K-ras-induced lung tumor models relative to the
subcutaneously injected group (Fig. 5c).

We also performed MECA-32 staining, which exclu-
sively stains for the endothelial cells but not for the
surrounding pericytes [28], to characterize the presence of
the blood vessels within the tumor masses (Fig. 5a, b). We
found positive MECA-32 staining only at the rim of the
subcutaneous tumors while it was present throughout the
lung tumors. This pattern correlated with the Hoechst 33,342
staining pattern, further corroborating that the difference in
contrast agent uptake is due to differences in both blood
vessel presence as well as functionality (Fig. 5c–e).
Furthermore, CAIX staining showed a significant difference
in the hypoxia pattern between these models, which
contrasted perfectly with MECA-32 and Hoechst 33342
staining patterns (Fig. 5g, h).

Discussion
As we have shown previously, investigations of tumor
hypoxia, and specifically the performance of hypoxia-
targeted therapies and their translational potential, are
inextricably tied to the models in which these investigations
are conducted. In particular, lung cancer tumor models
implanted either orthotopically in the lung or ectopically in
the subcutis showed differences in hypoxia that affected the
therapeutic efficacy of chemotherapy drugs targeting hyp-
oxic cells [20]. Thus, such therapies will be preferentially
effective in subcutaneous tumor models that have poor
oxygenation and less effective in orthotopic and spontaneous
disease models that may be more physiologically relevant to
human disease. In the current study, we found that lung
tumors growing in their native environment formed vessels
that were more functional than those formed by the same
tumor cells growing subcutaneously in a foreign environ-
ment. Using DCE-MRI, we monitored vascular permeability

in order to quantify the perfusion and extravasation of a
small molecule gadolinium contrast agent non-invasively.
This modality has been used previously to grade the
aggressiveness of the tumors and to quantitatively interro-
gate their vascularity [22]. Our DCE-MRI findings agreed
with ex vivo histologic studies, where we stained for Meca-
32 and Hoechst 33342 in order to visualize the presence and
the functionality of the vasculature, respectively. The results
of the present study suggest that the discrepancy in the
hypoxia level, measured by CAIX expression, in these
different tumor models is a consequence of the differences in
vessel formation and functionality. Overall, our results
demonstrate the influence that a specific preclinical tumor
system can play in the physiologic behavior of the model as
a whole, which may be of great importance in the evaluation
of the efficacy of therapies studied using these tumor
models.

To date, no preclinical tumor model perfectly recapit-
ulates human disease because of differences across species,
tumor environment, and immune response [29]. Further-
more, it has been shown that the site of the tumor
implantation can be critical, since tumor-host interactions
and tumor microenvironment can modulate tumor develop-
ment, disease progression, and response to therapy [30, 31].
Some of these issues can be overcome by using genetically
engineered mouse models (GEMMs), which mimic the
process of carcinogenesis and therefore can yield animal
tumors that more accurately reflect the behavior of human
tumors observed in clinical trials [32, 33]. GEMM models
are slow growing and costly; therefore, ectopically
implanted xenograft tumors remain widespread in their use
and can provide useful data on basic and translational
biology, such as to study patient derived biopsies, provided
their limitations are properly considered. However, the
pervasive use of ectopic subcutaneous xenograft tumors
over the years as a preclinical model has resulted in a
discordance between preclinical research and clinical trials,
especially in the case of targeted therapeutics [34–37], thus,
these models should be further investigated before being
broadly used as informative tool for the efficacy and toxicity
of certain compounds. Ideally, a range of preclinical models
should be used to validate the efficacy of certain drugs
before moving forward to human use [38].

It is well known that the content of newly formed
immature vessels, which are poorly differentiated and have
a leaky endothelium, is extremely high in rapidly growing
preclinical tumor models compared to the spontaneous, more
slowly growing tumors in humans [22, 39]. Tumor vascular
permeability as well as the lack of functional lymphatic
vessels influences angiogenesis, tumor growth and metasta-
sis, and drug delivery [40–42]. Studies from Ho et al.
demonstrated that tumors grown orthotopically in the
mammary fad pad exhibit a higher vascular size and density
and thinner basement membranes compared to subcutane-
ously injected ones [17]. Similarly, prostate tumors have
increased vascular density, vessel permeability, oxygenation,
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and VEGF expression when grown orthotopically as
compared to in the subcutis [43]. Other studies have
observed that the interstitial fluid pressure of intramuscularly
implanted tumors is significantly higher compared to
orthotopically implanted tumors [6]. In a similar way, a
difference in the vascular network has been shown in models
of lung cancer. Downey et al. [37] demonstrated the
preferential sensitivity of subcutaneous tumor models to a
vascular disrupting agent relative to primary spontaneous
tumors and metastatic lesions. Ex vivo 3D microCT images
showed large differences in the vascular structure and
thickness as well as internal avascular areas, demonstrating
again differences in the structure of the tumor vascular
network across different tumor sites.

The data presented here not only provide a valid explanation
for the failure of some studies based on ectopic subcutaneous
models but also give essential information on the structure and
functionality of the vasculature in different tumor models of lung
cancer. As far as we know, this is the first study to demonstrate the
difference in vasculature functionality in different lung tumor
models in vivo and in real time.

In conclusion, the use of preclinical models of human
malignancies that reflect the disease more closely, such as
orthotopic implantation or spontaneous K-ras-induced
tumors, should be emphasized in certain studies. Particu-
larly, with preclinical models of lung cancer, we demon-
strated that ectopically implanted tumors are not appropriate
models for investigations that target either hypoxia or
angiogenesis and for treatments that need functional vascu-
lature in order to be delivered, as vasculature differences
between models may affect the results of therapeutic trials.
Based on the observations mentioned above, judicious
selection of preclinical models is essential in order to
maximize the translational relevance of these investigations.
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